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444 Lord Rayleigh on Reflexion from 

the state of rest, the effective part of the kinetic potential is 

P~ [ ~  ~ dS--.~0 (r-- ~o) 0 s) L=-- ,~ .  j . r 5  ~- ~ �9 �9 

Finally, if there is vortex motion the existence of a function 
corresponding to pressure is dependent on the vortex equations 
being satisfied. The integral f p d r  may continue to behave 
as a kinetic potential, though possibly the character of the 
latter may be modified by the conditions for the existence of 
a pressure-function. 

X X X V I I [ .  Oa Reflexion from Glass at the Polarizing Angle. 
By Lord RxYT.~m~, O.M., Pres.R.S. ~ 

A CCORDING to Fresnel's theory the polarization is 
complete when light is reflected at the Brewsterian 

angle (tan -1 ~) or, as we may put it, light vibrating in the 
plane of incidence is not reflected at all at the angle in 
question. It  has long been known that this conclusion is 
but approximately correct. If  we attempt to extinguish 
with a nicol sunlight reflected from ordinary glass, we find 
that at no angle of incidence and reflexion can we succeed. 
I t  is difficult even to fix upon an angle of minimum reflexion 
with any precision. 

The interpretation of these deviations from Fresnel's laws 
is complicated., b ,y uncertainties as to the nature of surfaces 
of transition from one medimn to another, i t  is certain that 
many, if not all, surfaces attract to themselves films of 
moisture and grease from the surrounding atmosphere, and 
the opinion has been widely held that even in the absence of 
moisture and grease solid bodies are still coated with films 
of condensed air. Other complications depend upon possible 
or probable residues of the polishing material used in the 
preparation of optical surfaces. It  was mainly for these 
reasons that I gave much attention some years age'[ to the 
case of reflexion from water, where at any rate there, was. no 
question of a polishing powder and atmospherm moisture 
could introduce no complication. It  was found that Jamin's 
results, up to that time considered standard, were entirely 
vitiated by films of grease. Special operations are necessary 
to remove these films. When proper~preeautions are taken, 
the intensity of reflexion at the polarizing angle may be less 

" Communicated by the Author. 
j" Phil. Mag. xxxiii, p. 1 (1892) ; Scientific Papers, iii. p. 4.96. 
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Glass at the Polarizing Angle. 445 

than T~o~ of what Jamin observed. It  appeared, however, 
that the cleanest surfaces were not those which gave the 
least reflexion. At the highest degrees of purity the light 
again began to undergo reflexion, though to a very limited 
amount. The effect had changed sign. 

The contamination which produces the effects observed by 
Jamin is but slight, regarded from any other than the 
optical or capillary point of view. The thickness of the film 
of olive oil which suffices to stop the movements of camphor 
fragments deposited upon water, is 2 x 10 -7 cm., or about 
3~0 of X D. But such a fihn, or even a much thinner one, 
entirely disturbs the delicate balance upon which depends 
the absence of reflexion at the polarizing angle. 

For a long time I have intended to make an examination 
of the corresponding phenomena when light is reflected from 
a surface of glass, i was prepared for complications de- 
pending upon moisture and grease, but thought that perhaps 
I could deal with them. As to the thickness of the films 
there is little definite information. Theory* indicates that 
they are likely to be persistent. A long while ago Magnus 
established the conclusion " tha t  all substances, however 
different they may be, are raised in temperature when air 
comes in contact with them which is moister than that 
surrounding them, and that they are depressed in tempera- 
ture when they are exposed to air which is drier than that 
by which they are surrounded " t .  I~is experiments included 
glass, quartz, mica, caoutchouc, metals, and many "other 
substances. In the case of glass, or rather cotton silicate, 
definite esthnates have been given by Parks:~, deduced from 
actual increases of weight. He finds thicknesses of the order 
1"0 x 10 -5 cm., about 50 times that of the greasy fihns which 
stop the camphor movements upon water and profoundly 
modify the reflexion of light at the polarizing angle. Even 
if we allow a good deal for the fact that these films were 
formed from a saturated atmosphere, enough will remain to 
explain much optical disturbance. 

The deviation from Fresnel's formulse is best explained in 
terms of Jamin's k, representing the ratio of reflected ampli- 
tudes for the two principal planes when light, incident at 
the angle tan-lt~, is polarized at 45 ~ to these planes. 
According to Fresnel k----0, but Jamin showed that it may 
assume small finite values, positive or negative. The ex- 
perimental method employed for the present purpose was 

* Phil. Mag. xxxiii, p. 220 (1892) ; Scientific Papers, iii. p. 523. 
Jr Phil. Mag. xxvii, p. 245 (1864). 

Phil. Mag. v. p. 518 (1903). 
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446 Lord Rayleigh on Refle.vion from 
substantially the same as in the former observations upon 
water, and can only be sketched briefly here. Sunlight 
reflected horizontally from a heliostat was caused to traverse 
the polarizing nicol mounted in a circle which allowed the 
rotation to be read to a minute of angle. After reflexion 
from the plate under examination the light traversed in 
succession a quarter-wave-plate of mica and the analysing 
nicol and was then received into the eye, either directly, or 
with the intervention of a small telescope magnifying about 
twice. A green glass was also often introduced in order to 
mitigate chromatic effects. Both the mica and the analysing 
nicol were mounted so as to be capable of rotation about the 
direction of the reflected ray. 

The theory of the method is as follows. Fresnel's expres- 
sions S and T (sine-formula and tange~-formula) give the 
ratios of the reflected to the incident vibrations, ibr the two 
principal planes ; and their reality indicates that there is no 
change of phase in reflexion (other than 180~ The ellip- 
ticity is represented by the addition to T of iM, where M is 
small and i = v / ( - - 1 ) .  Thus if the incident light be polarized 
in the plane making an angle ~t with the principal plane, the 
reflected vibrations may be represented by 

( T + i M )  cos~t, Ss ina .  

By the action of the mica, suitably adjusted, a relative 
change of' phase �89 is introduced. This is represented by 
writin~ for S sin ~t, i S sin ~. The vibration transmitted by 
the analyser, set at angle/~, is then 

cos ~ cos/~(T + i M) + i S sin ~ sin fl ; 

and the intensity of this is 

T ~ cos: a cos"/~ + (M cos a cos/~ + S sin a sin/~)~. 

In order that the light may vanish, we must have both 
T = 0  and 

]~I + S tan a tan/~----- 0, 

the first of which shows that the dark spot occurs at the 
Brewsterian angle, while tan a tan/3 gives the value of M/S, 
viz. the k of Jamin. Accordingly if /~ be set to any con- 
venient angle (such as 45 ~ and a be then adjusted so as to 
bring the dark spot to the central position, the product of 
the tangents of a and /~, each measured from the proper 
zeros, gives k. 

In practice it is not necessary to use the zeros. Set f?, 
e.g. to +45  e ,and  find a ;  then reset B to --45 ~ . The new 
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Glass at the Polarizin~ Angle. 447 

value of a would coincide with the old one were there no 
ellipticity- and the difference of values measures a upon a 
doubled scale. If  a~ be the second value, so that, the dif- 
ference is a ' - -a ,  then 

tan 

or with sufficient approximation in most cases 

/~ = �89 ( - ' -  , ) .  

The sign of al--ae is reversed when the mica is rotated 
through a right angle, and the absolute sign of k must be 
found independently. 

The subjects of observation have been principally two 
plates, of which the first~ is of black glass, i. e. glass contain- 
ing sufficient absorbing material to be opaque. When first 
examined on May 24 (1907) it had been lying in a box for 
many years. Carefully cleaned by washing and wiping, it 
gave a ' - -~=  +5  ~ , fl as throughout being +45  ~ 011 
iolishing rather protractedly with rouge, it gave a'-- a -  + 35', t 
a large reduction. Blowing at the surface while under ob- 
servation with a stream of chemically dried air had very 
little effect. 

Want of sunshine prevented further observations until 
Aug. 3, when a ' - - a  was found to be about + 1 ~ Treatment 
with rouge reduced this to +4:0', and so far as appeared 
neither heating (with the idea of removing grease) nor 
treatment with specially moist or specially dry air made 
much difference. But on ftlrther repolishing with rouge the 
ellipticity practically disappeared. There was no certain 
change in the position of the dark spot when/3 was altered 
between + 45 ~ 

I t  seemed that the earlier treatments with rouge had been 
inadequate. In the last application the polisher was of 
paper cemented to glass and impregnated with the rouge. 
After polishing, the glass was breathed upon and carefully 
wiped with a cloth. In subsequent operations this pro- 
cedure was always followed. 

Further observations showed that even on Aug. 3 the 
polishing had not been carried far enough. On-Aug. 7 
a~--a was made to change sign, being reduced (algebraically) 
to --10' or - 2 2 ' .  This was about the limit. Even in this 
condition the surface did not seem sensitive to moisture, 
much to my surprise. And it was matter for further surprise 
when it appeared that 24 hours' exposure to the air of the 
room--no chemical operations were in progress~sufficed to 
carry the surface back to the positive side with f--a-----+10', 
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448 Lord Rayleigh o~ Re flexlon./rom 

increased in a few days to +40  r. These changes of sign 
were observed not only with the black glass, which on the 
evidence of its polarizing angle is a flint, but also with a 
piece of patent plate prepared by roughing the hind surface 
and varnishing it with a cement of near]y the same index. 
It  may be mentioned that another piece of patent plate 
became good on treatment with hydrofluoric acid and polish- 
ing with rouge upon a soft tool. After deterioration by 
exposure the negative values of a ' - -~  could not be recovered 
by merely cleaning the plate with moisture and wiping; 
actual repolishing was necessary. The natural inference is 
that even within 24 hours the substance of the glass is 
actually attacked by the gases of the atmosphere. 

As I was leaving home for some time I arranged an 
experiment to see whether careful protection would save a 
glass surface from the above described deterioration, which 
might probably be attributed to moisture and carbonic acid. 
Accordingly on Aug. 22 the black glass, giving a ' -  a =  --14', 
was put away in a tube containing potash and closed, pro- 
bably airtight, with a rubber cork. On Oct. 15~ nearly two 
months later, the glass was taken out and (with surface 
untouched) gave s  still on the negative side. 
The difference of values, though doubtless real, is perhaps 
no more than may be attributed to moisture and carbonic 
acid imprisoned with the glass. Four days later the readings 
gave + 35'. The plate glass put away at the same time with 
potash in another tube with a ' - - a = - - 1 9  ~ was examined 
after two months, on Oct. 19, and gave s  +4' ,  so that 
in this case the protection seems to have been less efficient. 

A large number of further observations were made upon 
both glasscs with the object of asccrtaining, if possible, how 
much of the change which ensues after repolishing~ is due to 
a film of foreign (greasy)matter deposited from the atmo- 
sphere and how much to an alteration of the glass itseff. 
The negative condition, lost in a day or two after repolishing, 
is in part recovered under the operation of a careful wiping 
with moisture, but only to a limited extent. Full recovery 
requires actual repolishing. It  is of course possible that 
even the mild treatment by wiping may attack the very thin 
fihn of altered glass which is all that we can suppose to have 
been formed in so short a time; but or1 the whole the 
evidence pointed to two kinds of contamination~ one removable 
by wiping and the other requiring the more drastic treatment 
with rouge. In spite of some easily understood irregularities, 
it appeared that the full effect of wiping was easily produced 
and that repetition could carry the process no further. The 
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Glass at the Polarizi~g Angle. 449 
same conclusion is favoured by the results of beating the 
plate pretty strongly. The same kind of recovery in the 
direction of the negative condition could thus be attained, 
but never to the full extent. In some experiments the plate 
was purposely contaminated. Thus on ~Nov. 1 a repolished 
pla~e at --13 ~ was exposed to the smoke of burning greasy 
waste, after which s  was +46' .  A very thorough treat- 
ment by wiping took it back to --6',  but only after repolish- 
ing could the original condition (--10 ')  be nearly recovered. 
In another experiment a stream of air which had passed over 
petroleum was directed against a repolished surface, but the 
effect was only momentary. As regards surfaces which have 
stood a week or two, I think there can be no donbt but that 
the glass itself has been seriously attacked. 

The results here recorded are in many respects very different 
from what I had anticipated--especially the comparative 
insensitiveness to grease and moisture. I t  must be remem- 
bered, however, that a surface finished by wiping and in 
contact with air is certainly contaminated with water and 
probably with grease. In spite of this it is possible to have 
the reflexion free from ellipticit~. As regards grease we may 
perhaps argue from the manner in which the breath is de- 
posited. A freshly split surface of mica receives the moisture 
of the breath as an ahnost invisible film, showing the colours 
of thin plates as it evaporates, but nothing of the appearance 
ordinarily associated with dew and dependent upon an 
irregular deposition. I am not sure whether g]ass has ever 
been observed in this condition *, but experience from the 
days of wet collodion photography convinces me that a 
wiped glass does not so behave. The best that can be 
attained is a uniform dull grey appearance, ouch as under a 
magnifier would exhibit lenticular drops. 

The conclusion which suggests itself is tha~ even a recently 
repolished surface, which may exhibit but small ellipticity, 
is in a highly complicated coadition. Grease itself may be 
comparatively inoperative optically on account of its index 
approximating to that of the glass. But why varying degrees 
of moisture should make so little difference is not apparent. 
Surface phenomena generally offer a wide field for investi- 
gation, which might lead to results throwing much needed 
light upon the constitution of matter. 

Terling Place, Witham. 

" Possibly the path of an electric discharge over a glass surface may 
be a case in point. 

l~hil. Mat. Set. 6. Vol. 16. No. 93. Sept. 1908. 2 t t  
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